Laurien Berenson
“Once Bitten” (2001)
Melanie Travis comes to Connecticut.

John Fusco
“Paradise Salvage” (2002) - with an Italian-American connection

Jane Haddam
Gregor Demarkian comes to Connecticut in “Skeleton Key” (2000)

Parnell Hall
“With this Puzzle, I Thee Kill” (2003) for crossword puzzle lovers

David Handler
Berger and Mitry series

Jane Heller

Maureen Howard
“Natural History” (1992)
Saga of an Irish-American family in Bridgeport

Mary Kittredge’s “Desperate Remedy” (1994) takes place in New Haven available in Large Print Fiction

Colleen McCullough
“Oh, off” (2006) in fiction section
Is there a serial killer on the loose?

Tell me about a great book to read
Tell me about a great book to read
Tell me about a great book to read
Tell me about a great book to read

Luanne Rice
“What Matters Most” (2007) (also on CD)

Justin Scott
Ben Abbott series

Carole B. Shmurak
Susan Lombardi series

Peter Straub
“The Hellfire Club” (1996) in Fiction

Laura Van Wormer
Sally Harrington visits Connecticut in “Mr. Murder” (2007)

Fred Yager, Jan Yager
“Just Your Everyday People” (2001)

Kate White
“Til Death Do Us Part” (2004)

Valerie Wolzien
Susan Henshaw visits the Land of Steady Habits in “Death at a Discount” (2000)

Judith Kelman
“One Last Kiss” (1994) (psychological)

Stephen Spignesi
“Dialogues” (2005) (psychological)

Mary Higgins Clark
“We’ll Meet Again” (1999) (romance)

Get hooked on a new mystery series!
Did you know that we have a separate fiction section just for mystery? That is where most of these titles are shelved.